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Abstract: The paper discusses about the flow of knowledge from Vedic to Material and Life Sciences. No one can imagine the tremendous power resides inside the human body, which can be actuated by unlocking these devices as, mentioned in Vedas, which is the ancient source of knowledge on the earth. All types of systems, which are constructed by using the materials are realized inside the human body to perform the same functionality as, practiced by the saints. The energy which flows from the Muladhara to Sahasrara can be used to unlock the various doors to get the extraordinary power inside the body which are yet to be solved by the today science. It is must to bring purity inside the body to actuate these points and the only way to get this purity is to follow truth, non-violence and deep concentration. We must realize who am I? and after knowing it we are able to understand the universe (Nature) and its creator (Almighty). When the real person is in the journey for the infinity, i.e. the endless journey, he changes many garments (lives) till he is able to recognize himself during the life what is the purpose of life then he gets perfection by the true knowledge after its perception by his strong will power and purity inside the body.

Description: Vedas and Upanisads are the reservoir of original knowledge originated by the divine and protected by the highest level of saints. It is most ancient knowledge source on the earth that is first level of knowledge. It is also a complete knowledge source having coverage about the origin of universe, its life cycle, existence of the creatures and their evolution, nature and its cycle including civilization. Vedas also educate us about formation of Vedic system which includes various societies and units in its management, a vedic rastra and world, astronomy and astrology, prediction of events and dating system, material, medicine, plant, mathematical and other domains of knowledge, hence it is a complete knowledge source.

God has acquired this knowledge by the Almighty (Brahma). Rishis had acquired this knowledge by the God itself or by God’s angles and realized perfection in many domains and they further propagated this knowledge in more easier or practical way either by the manuscripts or their disciples that is saints. Saints had further propagated this knowledge during Vedic and other periods to their disciples, sages and rest of the humanity. Devotes were further used this knowledge and based on their realizations, they further passed on this knowledge in a more simpler way using regional languages to the masses by that time but such knowledge produced by their own experiences. As for example, knowledge contributed by Adi Guru Shankaracharya, Kabir, Surdas, Tulsi, Gyaneshwar, Tutaram, Mira, Buddha, Mahavir, Guru Nanak Deva and others are also highest level knowledge based on their understanding but it is also limited knowledge which falls inside the knowledge contained by Vedas but it is presented in a more simple and elaborate form to a common human being.

Brahmn with Brahmand is explained as follows as per my depth of understanding, Parmeshwari shakti is Brahmn.
Parmeshwar with Parameshwari shakti is Maheshwar.
Vira is the Parmeshwar.
Brahmn is the purush and Brahmand is the prakriti (nature), universe.
Brahmand is ruled by three powers, i.e.,
Maha Vishnu with Maha Lakshami
Maha Brahma with Maha Saraswati
Maha Shiva with Maha Kali
Each Loka has Gods, Devatas, Sura, Ashura, Manushya and others.
Eshwar: Three Gods and Three Goddess for three Lokas and fourteen Bhavans. Thres are as follows.
Three Gods are Vishnu, Brahma and Shiva.
Three Goddess are Lakshmi, Saraswati and Parvati.
Sura and Ashura in which Sura has Deva, Kinner and Gandharva.
Manushya and others are 64 crores types of creatures.

Bhagwat Geeta explains about life and death process, change of life garments, ultimate end of life, karma theory and classification of individual in four caste types along with present wisdom which he owes based on their past life karma and carries it through out his present life with present life karma and sanskars. Some saints refuse caste system but it is not the reality whatever they thought that was their views against the touchability system which happened by that time in society which was the wrong interpretation of those holy books made by few vested interest or less knowledgeable people but four castes in reality is required in the society to run the community vehicle but they should work in a cohesive way, do not suppress other classes and uplift their karma for the next life that is the motto of the Geeta. Saints had propagated their knowledge to educate the society to restore humanity and realize the truth of life garment.

When, we consider the other sources of knowledge including the preaching by the saints of different religions then we find that other knowledge sources are incomplete because it is a knowledge originated from the mind of a saints that depends on the state of their thinking and its diversity. His preaches are almost right but it may not be a very perfect knowledge because each saints sees the world by his own sight and propagates a reasonable source of knowledge to their disciples but it does not covers the entire knowledge.
domain for the present or the future societies, it is simple form of knowledge equivalent to knowledge inside the Vedas but Vedas and upanisads are the perfect source of complete knowledge.

Knowledge of Vedas and its practice to unlock the sensors inside the body to acquire the knowledge of universe and proof that human body is the most powerful system in universe is must. X-ray girl and many more such mysteries tell us that body has tremendous power to produce x-ray, infrared, laser and ultra sonic waves yet to be explored by the life sciences and its response changes based on the feature adapted by the person. Science boosts our knowledge and helps us how to make life easy but Vedas also enhances our knowledge along with wisdom and consciousness level to preach us, how to make life happy and successful so Science along with Vedas, both may be used to understand the mysteries of the life to make the world happy, more wisdom based and also to achieve the real end of life.

Nature has created a very powerful biological machine that is human beings, which works in a very crude environment and it has numerous functions which happens inside a computer, robots and intelligent systems. When he goes in deep sleep his brain works at 5Hz and he is capable to sense many distant and weak signals or retrieving data from long term memories because he is near to samadhi state which yogi gets during awakening state and use it for many realizations which he achieved but it is rare to get because it needs a pure body.

Every human being is associated with its own energy shell that is his spirit which always gets effected by the another's spirit higher energy shells which tries to perturb him toward forward or backward direction by manipulating his consciousness level. Controlling the energy transmission inside the body one can get realized many such things which are impossible for the today science, like recalling past life events, future predictions, capture other's body, negative gravitational field to move upward, make lighter the body to float in which Yoga is the important method to achieve it by controlling body, actions and emotions.

Human mind perform computations as happened in the electronics computers or memories which happens inside the human body due to neuron cells, receptors, proteins, enzymes, amino acids, DNA code sequences and Messenger RNA controlled by the brain linked with the thinking and perception process. There are such sensors inside the living bodies that can sense Femto or Atto scale of fields that is also cosmic fields but it is difficult to sense by the present science due to noise level of the sensors.

Recently, X-ray girl in Russia is another challenge for the scientists that human body can perform like a costlier sophisticated man-made system like X-ray if such conditions are to be set to make effective these parts, similarly television is a sub part of the Divya Dristi realized by the saints. Past life karma gets actuated in the life after fulfilling some conditions during the life span of a person.

We will not get the real knowledge if we are not able to realize the real person (spirit) of the life. Energy is the part of the spirit produces vibrations inside the body which helps in breathing by lung so life depends on spirit then air then the bio system so first spirit detached from body during death process.

Non-violence will always get victory over violence, non-violence has always a short span so violence will be only exercised for defense purposes. If, we do not create a living thing so we do not have right to kill, only creator may have right to kill it. No terrorism will last in the world, it has always a short span and non-violence will always get victory since it is the most powerful weapon. It is true that a perfect person who has the real wisdom followed by non-violence and truth is the real world leader, rest of all the knowledge is incomplete which confuses the life.

Knowledge of Vedas and its practice to unlock the sensors inside the body to acquire the knowledge of universe and proof that human body is the most powerful system in universe is must. X-ray girl and many more such mysteries tell us that body has tremendous power to produce x-ray, infrared, laser and ultra sonic waves yet to be explored by the life sciences and its response changes based on the feature adapted by the person. Science boosts our knowledge and helps us how to make life easy but Vedas also enhances our knowledge along with wisdom and consciousness level to preach us, how to make life happy and successful so Science along with Vedas, both may be used to understand the mysteries of the life to make the world happy, more wisdom based and also to achieve the real end of life.

When an individual boosts his morale and his divine armor by adapting vedic knowledge, practicing with truth and non-violence then he becomes a prophet of the God and he preaches the society to remove the darkness in the society. God selects these person to restore the truth on the earth under the leadership of such Jagat Guru. Such features comes inside any human body based on his karma sanskar after getting the illumination by the God when he deserves it or qualifies the selection criterion.

Conclusion: Material and Life Sciences are the knowledge which also happens inside the Vedas, it proves that present day science tries to restore the knowledge happens inside Vedas so the march is also a cyclic process from Vedas to material and life sciences then further ends with Vedic knowledge because we do not have total collection of Vedic and Upanisads knowledge at present because it is highly disturbed during the march of civilization. Present day, people also started realizing in the world that Vedas are the most ancient knowledge source on the earth. My homage to Vedas and Upanisads and wishes that people of entire globe must use this knowledge.